Hello and welcome to the July edition of Dental Health Services Library Newsletter for 2020.

This month I have added two new titles to the online electronic library:

**eBooks New Titles**
- Radiation Protection in Dentistry and Oral & Maxillofacial Imaging / NCRP. Category Radiography.

If you have any problems accessing the eBooks or Journals, please let me know by phone or email.

When you next visit Mt Henry, don’t forget our **Book Swap – take one now, leave one later!**

The Library will be **closed on Friday 21st August and Monday 24th August** inclusive.

A reminder that the Library is only open on Monday/Wednesday & Friday when I am in attendance and manual check-out is no longer available. I look forward to seeing or hearing from you soon, if you have a request or come in for a browse.

Sophie
A/Library Administration Officer
### What’s new!
**Borrow 4 items for 4 weeks**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title and Author</th>
<th>Call number and Barcode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tooth-preserving surgery / Filippi, Andreas; Kuhl, Sebastian (Editors)</td>
<td>WU600.7 401003576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern dental assisting / Bird, Doni L; Robinson, Debbie S.</td>
<td>WU 090 401003574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodontal review Q&amp;A: study guide / Termeie, Deborah A</td>
<td>WU 018.2 401003573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical thinking: understanding and evaluating dental research/ Brunette, Donald Maxwell</td>
<td>WU 020.5 401003577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odell's clinical problem solving in dentistry / Banerjee, Avijit; Thavaraj, Selvam (Editors)</td>
<td>WU 141 401003583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removable prosthodontics at a glance / Field, James; Storey, Claire</td>
<td>WU 500 401003585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentistry for kids: rethinking your daily practice / Uhlmann, Ulrike</td>
<td>WU 480 401003586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel goes to the dentist / Schwartz, Alexandra Cassel</td>
<td>WU 113.6 401003587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental public health: dental clinics of North America / Henshaw, Michelle M; Singhal, Astha (Editors)</td>
<td>WU 113 401003582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textbook of endodontology / Bjørndal, Lars; Kirkevåg, Lise-Lotte; Whitworth, John</td>
<td>WU 230 401003581</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tooth-preserving surgery / Filippi, Andreas; Kuhl, Sebastian (Editors).**

Despite all of the advances that have been made in implantology, many patients still want or need to keep their natural teeth for as long as possible. Tooth-preserving surgery has been performed for hundreds of years, but the last 10 to 15 years have shown a resurgence and a great increase in knowledge regarding these techniques. The aim of this book is to present modern methods of tooth-preserving surgery, so clinicians can expand the range of treatments offered in daily practice or to bring them up to date. This volume is not intended as a textbook, but rather as an illustrated atlas and reference work.

**Modern dental assisting / Bird, Doni L; Robinson, Debbie S. Elsevier.**
Missouri. 2021. 1070 pp. WU 090. 401003574

Easily master all aspects of dental assisting with the most up-to-date and most trusted text available. For more than 40 years, students and practitioners alike have relied on this text for its cutting-edge content, easy-to-grasp writing style, step-by-step procedures, and top-notch visuals. And the new 13th edition is no exception. With updated content - including the latest technological advancements, clinical photographs, and new coverage on cultural diversity and how it relates to patient care - this new edition will guide you from your first day of class all the way to your first job in dental assisting.

This best-selling review guide consolidates the plethora of study materials and scattered information available into a single comprehensive source designed to prepare students for periodontal examinations as well as clinical practice. The material is presented in a clear question and answer format, with references to both classic and more recent literature on topics such as diagnosis, nonsurgical therapy, surgical therapy, regeneration, and implants, and answers are supplemented with relevant tables, illustrations, and pictures throughout. This revised second edition includes new figures, tables, and treatment planning cases, as well as a comprehensive review of the new classifications of periodontal and peri-implant diseases and conditions, providing the most up to date information for those seeking board certification.


The Internet has given us access to an unprecedented amount of information, but this development also facilitates the spread of misinformation if we do not think critically and evaluate what we read. The third edition of this classic textbook has been revised based on developments in biomedical research practices over the past decade to provide readers with the most up-to-date resource for navigating the ever-expanding world of dental literature. The book covers rhetoric and logic, the scientific method, components of scientific papers, research strategies, probability and statistics, diagnostic tools and testing, and experiment design. The chapter about searching the dental literature has been updated with the most current resources and search techniques available. A new chapter about clinical decision making uses a decision tree analysis with worked-out calculations to show how critical thinking skills can be used to select the most appropriate treatment decision in a clinical scenario; this is followed by a whole chapter of exercises in critical thinking.


A step-by-step guide to practical care planning and management of a wide variety of clinical case scenarios encountered in the primary and secondary dental care setting. Covering all the core aspects of oral health care delivery, Clinical Problem Solving in Dentistry 4th edition is a great value resource useful to all general dental practitioners and dental therapists, both qualified and in training, undergraduates or postgraduates alike. Explores care planning and treatment alternatives and evaluates their advantages and disadvantages as well as medico-legal implications.

Removable prosthodontics at a glance / Field, James; Storey, Claire. John Wiley and Sons Ltd. Hoboken, NJ. 2020. 112 pp. WU 500. 401003585

Removable Prosthodontics at a Glance provides a comprehensive and accessible guide to the practical elements of complete and partial denture provision. It serves as the perfect illustrated guide for learners, and a handy revision guide for subsequent undergraduate and postgraduate studies. Following the familiar, easy to use at a Glance format, each topic is presented as a double page spread with text accompanied by clear colour diagrams and clinical photographs to support conceptual understanding. Key concepts such as patient assessment, material handling, denture design, making impressions, and much more are explained and superbly illustrated enabling the reader to visualise the intended clinical endpoint.
The practice of pediatric dentistry requires a broad knowledge of dentistry, orthodontics, nutritional sciences, and last but not least, psychology. The goal is to enable our young patients to live with the healthiest teeth possible, and this involves understanding how to embrace the opportunity, challenge, and responsibility of ensuring an ideal start for even the tiniest of our patients. This book presents the fundamentals of pediatric dentistry and explains how to incorporate them into an existing dental practice. Because parents are a crucial part of the equation, focus is given to educating and managing parents to be the best advocate for their children's oral health. While the book is a useful reference for everyday practice in terms of examination, diagnostics, and findings, it goes further to include tips on how to create a child-friendly environment, how to communicate with young patients, and how to handle difficult situations with uncooperative patients or parents. The second half of the book is given over to treatment considerations, spanning from preventive treatment like fluorides and sealants to filling and crown therapy. This final chapter also includes sections on antibiotic use, managing trauma, sedation, and other particular challenges in everyday practice.

Daniel Tiger is a little nervous about visiting the dentist, Dr. Plat. Mom Tiger explains that when you do something new, like going to the dentist, you should talk about what's going to happen, and Dr. Plat does just that! During his check-up, as Daniel gets his teeth brushed, checked, and polished, Dr. Plat explains what she's doing each step of the way, so Daniel feels more comfortable. This sweet storybook is perfect for little ones who need some reassurance as they take their seat in the dentist's chair!

This text on Dental Public Health and is edited by Drs. Michelle Henshaw and Astha Singhal. Articles will include: Practice and Infrastructure of Dental Public Health; Oral Health Disparities; Dental Workforce: Including Mid-level Providers and Non-dental Providers; Fluorides and Other Preventive Strategies; First Dental Visit: Guidelines & Evidence; Dental Care for the Geriatric and Special Needs Populations; Dentists' Role in Systemic Disease Screening; Dentists' Role in Prescribing Opioids and Antibiotics; Trends in Dental Care Utilization (including ER usage); Innovative Models of Dental Care Delivery and Coverage; and more!

The third edition of this text provides lucid scholarship and clear discussion of endodontic principles and treatment to dental students and dental practitioners searching for current information on endodontic theories and techniques. Completely revised and updated new edition. Features six new chapters. Provides pedagogical features to promote understanding. Includes clinical case studies to put the information in the clinical context. Illustrated in full colour throughout with clinical images and detailed diagrams. Offers interactive multiple-choice questions on a companion website.
**Dental Trauma Guide** access instructions: Select Online Library from DHS home page

Select Books and AV Resources

Select Dental Trauma Guide

Double click on Dental Trauma Guide and it will open.
A selection of library eBooks available via our DHS Online Library site

Please click on link below for the full list of eBooks available

..\012 GENERAL LIBRARY BUSINESS\005 catalogues\eBook 2020 catalogue.pdf

An "eBook" or "electronic book" is a digital version of a book. It can be downloaded to a computer, desktop, laptop or Tablet PC or in some cases, to a PDA device. Different readers may be required depending on the e-book format.

How to access an eBook when off-site.

To download a book title; firstly, enter website via:
https://dohlibrary.health.wa.gov.au/dental, then select: Books and AV Resources

Select e-Books from the categories listed - our list of e-books will be displayed.

View the list and select your title. i.e. The Fearful Dental Patient
eBooks cont.

You will then be asked to login for remote users – HE number and password

Login for Remote Users

Please enter your username: 

Please enter your password: 

The eBook cover will be displayed

Click the title under the Table of Contents i.e. The Fearful Dental Patient.
The eBook's first page will be displayed

Use the forward and back arrows or the side slide to turn your page or jump pages.
(contd. next page)
Your page will be displayed:

The word “fear” stems from the Old English word *fear*, meaning sudden calamity or danger. In Middle English, as in today’s complex society, it denotes a normal, useful response to an active or imagined threat. For example, if an individual is confronted with an impending threat of fire, gunfire or very high winds, that fear can cause the individual to take lifesaving actions. Fear can also sharpen one’s wits, mobilize energies, and heighten reflexes. The physiological responses that emotional arousal causes are designed to prepare the body for the three Fs—“flight, fight, freeze.”

Using the side menu, you can print, save or even email pages.
Now available in the Library:

Guillotine  (in-house use only)
Spiral Binder (in-house use only)
Projector; Projector screen; Bluetooth speaker; DVD external hard drive (available to borrow)
Intra-Oral photographic mirrors (available to borrow)

Intraoral Mirrors are titanium plated, front surface glass mirrors. Front surface coating ensures that there is no double or "ghost images". Rear surface mirrors give you a reflected image as well as a "ghost image" reflected off the glass. The mirrors reflect the light from the flash to fully illuminate the field being photographed.

The Library book-swap and DVD exchange

Why not try our book-swap service situated in the library? Clean out all those items at work/home taking up space and collecting dust…. send or bring them into us! Next time you pass by the Library have a look at what might catch your eye to swap.

YES…..IT’S YOURS TO BROWSE, MAKE A SELECTION OR SWAP FOR SOMETHING MORE TO YOUR LIKING!
**Library cards (no longer distributed):**

As part of the electronic library upgrade the library will no longer produce library cards.

If you have not registered for the library and would like to, complete the form below and email to us.

Alternatively, if you have registered for the library and do not know your borrowing number contact the library and this will be emailed to you.

Below is the New Borrowers Registration Form, also available on the DHS Website.
Natural oral care in dental therapy / Chauhan, Durgesh Nandini; Singh, Prabhu Raj; Shah, Kamal; Chauhan, Nagendra Singh (Editors). John Wiley & Sons Inc. Hoboken, US. 2020. 421 pp. WU 166. 401003584

Because of increasing antibiotic resistance, stronger antibiotics are reserved for serious active infection, paving the way for a greater use of herbal antibiotics. This book helps dentists in implementing safe and effective natural medicine therapies to complement the current practice guidelines.

Oral diseases continue to be a major health problem world-wide. Oral health is integral to general well-being and relates to the quality-of-life that extends beyond the functions of the craniofacial complex. The standard Western medicine has had only limited success in the prevention of periodontal disease and in the treatment of a variety of oral diseases.

Library feedback

Do you have a suggestion for library purchases or any other information that would benefit the service to all library users?

Email us on DHS.Library@health.wa.gov.au

We would really appreciate your input into your library.
How can I access the Library electronically at work?

- Open the DHS home page
- Select Library online
- Enter your he number and password
- The Library guide will open
- From the blue menu make your selection

How can I access the Library electronically at home?


- Save this link to your favourites for future use
- Enter your he number and password
- The Library guide will open
- From the blue menu make your selection

How can I borrow a book?

1) Email the Library DHS.Library@health.wa.gov.au with your:

   1) **Name:** Julie Jones-Smith

   2) **Borrower’s card number:** i.e. 101000020
      (Forgotten this number? Email the library)

   3) **The item’s barcode:** i.e. 601000355

Barcodes for all items can be located:

a) Bottom right hand corner of a book,
“How can I borrow a Book” continued....

b) Inside cover of the CD or DVD e.g. 601000355

c) Or using the Online Library catalogue:
Online Library Guide, Print Books & A/V Resources

- Scroll down to Select your catalogue
- Select the PDF catalogue you wish to open
- Select your title
- Copy this information into an email
Audio-Visual Resources

This link will include all the library audio visual resources available in one PDF document.

To loan simply email the library with your borrowers’ number and the call number of the audio-visual item you wish to loan.

The resource will be sent to you by return mail including return postage instructions and packaging.
MIMS, Therapeutic Guidelines and Australian Medicines Handbook and the Australian Schedule of Dental Services and Glossary

The paper format of MIMS is no longer available to staff. However, the online version is available via the Library online under Drug Information. Also available are the Therapeutic Guidelines and the Australian Medicines handbook.

Under Mobile Resources, you can also purchase MIMS for your smartphone from MIMS.
Mobile access

What is a mobile site?
A mobile (web) site has been optimised for viewing by a mobile device. It usually has a "stripped down" appearance to make it quicker to download and easier to view on a smaller screen. Mobile sites can be accessed from any mobile web browser regardless of the type of device.

What is a mobile resource?
A mobile resource is any resource such as a journal database or point-of-care tool that can be accessed by a mobile device. The resource may or may not have been optimised for viewing on your mobile platform as it may be device or operating system dependent - for example, a resource may be available only as an iPhone app.

This guide is designed to provide an introduction to WA DoH library content, resources and applications that can be accessed using mobile devices such as PDAs, Palm Pilots, Blackberrys and iPads/iPhones.
For the most part, mobile devices that support web browsing can be used to access online library resources, however some have special features that make viewing easier on a portable device.

Important notes:
For technical information and support for your mobile device please consult your manual.
Mobile access is not free access. While some products include mobile access as part of the Library’s ongoing subscription, some products such as MIMS, will require additional individual expense to enable mobile access.
All internet-enabled devices can access the library pages and resources, but not all resources are optimised for viewing on a mobile device and some of the features may not be available via your mobile device.
Some resource links will send you directly to a specially developed mobile site, while others will send you to applications to download.
Subscription resources often require that you first register yourself and/or your device.

Remember you can also purchase MIMS for your smart phone.

Need help with anything in the Library?

Contact us. We are here happy to help!
Library Hours

Monday to Friday 8 am – 4.30 pm


Telephone: 9313 0610
Fax: 9313 4141
Email: [DHS.Library@health.wa.gov.au](mailto:DHS.Library@health.wa.gov.au)

Post: Sophie Cartmall
Dental Health Services Library
43 Mt Henry Road
SALTER POINT WA 6152